
Cutting preparation 
You are making 10 blocks in total.

Cut the following pieces using the SMALL dies (for a 6” block); 
White Central Square Die x 10
Green Inner Triangle Die x 40
White Round 1 and 2 Die x 40 (for round 1)
Green Round 1 and 2 Die x 40 (for round 2)
White Round 3 and 4 Die x 40 (for round 3)
Green Round 3 and 4 Die x 40 (for round 4)

Cut the following pieces using the MEDIUM dies (for an 8” block);
White Round 3 and 4 Die x 40 (for round 5)
Green Round 3 and 4 Die x 40 (for round 6)
White Corner Die x 40 (for the outer corners)

Finished size - 16” x  40”  

You will need 
• A mix of green scraps                                                           

Around 1 metre in total

• White (background)                                                                                  
1 metre

• Backing                                                                                 
Half Metre

• Wadding                                                                                
18” x 42” piece or larger

• Gemini™ Build-A-Block Pineapple Die set

• Gemini™ die-cutting machine

• Sewing machine

• Co-ordinating thread

• Basic sewing kit 

Pineapple 
Table Runner

1   Follow the block pattern guide to assemble your block up to round 4, pressing the seams 
    out as you go. Once you have sewn round 4 on, use the pieces cut from the medium dies to 
    add round 5 and 6 and the outer corners. This creates a block measuring 8 ½”. 

2   Once the block is assembled, press well all over. Make a total of 10 blocks.

3   Lay out your blocks in 2 rows of 5, and sew together. Press seams in opposite directions so that they nest when you sew the 2 row
     together. Sew the rows together and press well all over.

4   Make a quilt sandwich using the wadding and the patchwork table runner and baste well either using pins or Crafter’s Companion
     Stick and Spray Adhesive for Fabric.

5   Quilt as desired. For simple quilting follow the seam lines in the blocks. 

6   Once quilted trim off the excess wadding. Lay the quilted piece right sides facing on the backing fabric and smooth well all over. Pin
     around the perimeter and sew with a ¼” seam all the way round, leaving al 4” gap in the middle of one edge for turning.

7   Trim off the excess backing fabric and turn the runner right way out through the opening. Press well and hand stitch the opening
     closed. You can add additional quilting at this point to keep the backing fabric secure if you wish.

Top Tip!   
Label each set of pieces with 

each round they are for so you 

can quickly refer to which piece 

is which. 

It is also helpful to start with all 

the pieces laid out as a block for 

quick reference.

ALL-IN-ONE PATCHWORK SYSTEM
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